
The strange night 
 

 

This story happened a long time ago, while I was coming back to my house with 

my friends at the bus stop. We were talking about what we would wear on 

halloween, when suddenly I noticed a flash in my face, but it was impossible 

because we were the only ones there. Then I felt a shaking chills over my body, 

I ignored the advises, perhaps because I was very tired to think about it. 

 

When I arrived home, I had a bad feeling, but I ignored it another time. It was 

late so I was eating alone seeing tik toks, suddenly I saw the food of the dog 

over the counter, “They don’t remember to feed the dog perhaps”, so i went out 

calling the dog, but he didn’t appear. I didn’t think much where he could be, he 

probably was somewhere in the garden. Besides the trash was coming a horrible 

smell, “we will have to take it out tomorrow”.   

 

After washing my dish and having a shower I went to sleep. Afterwards, when it 

was 3 am I heard a noise in my window. It was very dark to see something in 

my room so I turned on the lights and I went to the window to see what was 

going on.  At first I only saw his fluorescent green eyes, then I saw his dark 

clothes with some spots of blood. Finally I saw his hands, one carrying a big 

knife stained with more blood with, and another holding a dog’s tail. At the 

beginning I hadn’t any reaction, next some tears started to fall, eventually I was 

crying without being able to stop. The dog’s tail was MY dog’s tail. He was with 

a very recent photo of me in his teeth as if he was trying to protect it from 

something… 
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